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BILL MATTICK'S RESTAURANT
BOOK A TEE TIME
LESSONS
COURSE CONDITIONS
ONLINE SHOP

DRIVING RANGE
M: 7am-7pm
T: 6am-7pm
W: 6am - 7pm
Th: 6am-6pm

F: 7am - 7pm
S: 6am-7pm
Su: 6am-6pm

*Hours subject to change
RIDGE COURSE
Hours: 9:00am - 4:00pm
*Hours subject to change
PARC SHORT GAME
Hours: 10:00am - 4:00pm
*Hours subject to change
BILL MATTICK'S RESTAURANT
Hours: 11:30am - 7:30pm
by reservation only

Word from the Editor

As the weather cools are the days shorten, we will take this opportunity to focus on
our winter projects. This means the Foreward Press will be on a short hiatus until
next year. Thank you for following us all season long!
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The Bay Farm & Flowers
By: Chelsea Welch and Morgan Wilkins - Horticulturists
As our gardens are winding down from the
summer season, there are plenty of tasks to be
done to finish this year and prep for the next.
Although we may feel inclined to tidy and clear
everything out, it is very beneficial to leave
some matter to provide winter habitat for
pollinators and helpful critters.
First and foremost, leave the leaves! As we’ve
mentioned before, leaves provide excellent
mulch for garden beds, suppress weeds and
provide vital winter homes for many beneficial
insects. If you are able to mulch the leaves with
your lawnmower or trimmer, this will speed up
their decomposition. If you are lucky enough to
have more leaves than can fit in your beds, try
building a simple cage to store them in. Come
next year you’ll have even more lovely leaf
mulch to add to your beds or soil mixes.

much material as you can in place will greatly benefit
your soil and provide a vital habitat for all of the
organisms needed for a healthy and thriving garden.
As we mentioned last month, we are gearing up to
plant Daffodil bulbs as well as some other fun spring
bulbs, such as Fritillaria imperialis (Crown Imperial),
Chionodoxa (Glory of the Snow), Muscari (Grape
Hyacinth) and Crocus bontanique (Snow crocus).
From now through November is a good time to plant
most spring bulbs, however tulips should wait to be
planted until November or early December. Tulips are
so eager to grow that they may shoot up leaves right
away, causing them to freeze in the winter.
Pacific Tree Frog resting amongst the artichokes

You can also save some of your branch
prunings and create small piles in tucked away
places. These will also make fabulous winter
homes for friendly fauna. Do make sure to
clear away any plants, shrubs or debris from
against the house or outbuildings. This will help
prevent any rodents from nesting.
When cleaning up herbaceous perennials, try
leaving seed heads when you can. They will
provide beautiful winter structure and food for
the birds. You can also try a technique called
“Chop & Drop”. This is when you chop up your
perennial stalks and foliage into smaller pieces
and leave them laying around the base of the
plant. This again provides winter habitat and
allows the plant’s roots to reabsorb nutrients
from its decomposing matter.
Many of us have a notion that a bare, tidy
garden is ideal for winter. However, leaving as
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Various saved seeds

October is the ideal time to plant, transplant and
divide perennials, shrubs, and trees. If you have a
greenhouse or sunroom, this is also a great time of
year to take cuttings and propagate some of your
garden plants such as coleus, begonias and salvias.
Growing plants from cuttings may seem daunting for
some but is fairly straightforward and worth a try!
Make sure to select non-flowering stems, and cut
just below a leaf node. With a clean, sharp blade,
carefully remove all except the top leaves. Use a
sterile potting medium, create holes with a pencil
and gently place your cuttings into the soil. Keep

moist (but not soaking), warm and wait Pumpkins
for new
leaves to grow! If successful, you can pot up
rooted cuttings in the spring. For an even
simpler method, you can simply place the
cuttings in a glass of water and look for roots
to sprout. Once roots have reached an inch or
two in length, they are ready to be potted up.
Usually, our vegetable harvest winds down to
nearly nothing over the winter. This year we
are aiming to stretch our harvest as long as
possible. We have planted as many cool
weather crops as we had space for and hope
to build some protective structures to keep
them growing.
After we complete our long list of fall tasks, we
look forward to some winter projects. One item
on our list is to spruce up the beds above the
Sayward Hill sign with new plantings and fresh
mulch. With fewer tee times and less traffic
over the winter, it’s the perfect time for us to
work on larger projects and access high traffic
areas. Keep your eyes peeled for changes and
improvements over the winter!
We hope you all stay safe and warm this
winter. We have really appreciated your kind
words and questions this past season and look
forward to sharing our gardening enthusiasm
with you soon!

Completed fall displays using ornamental squash and pumpkins grown from seed
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Birdies of the Bay
By: Bob Reese and John Costello - Birders & Photographers
Given how many shorebirds share similar sizes,
shapes, and colouring, many birders, even the
experienced ones, can find it challenging at times to
distinguish one from another. For those of us who
live west of the Rockies, the Wilson’s Snipe’s
(Gallinago delicata) plump-stocky body, short neck,
and long straight bill tend to make it fairly easy to
distinguish from the rest. Those living east of the
Rockies though would be advised to take a closer
look as the American Woodcock has a very similar
size and shape.
Like its shorebird cousins, the Wilson’s Snipe has a
strong preference for damp / wet habitats such as
the shorelines of ponds, rivers, marshes, and flooded
fields or meadows. While probing into soft muddy
soils and shallow water for food sources can present
a problem for most other birds, the sensitive tip of the
snipe’s bill enables them to identify typical food
sources such as worms, insects, larvae, spiders, and
beetles. At times, their diets can also be
supplemented with various types of vegetation.
Their relatively shy and solitary nature is facilitated by
the natural camouflage of their feather patterns.
When not looking for food, they prefer to hide close
to the ground in reeds or similar types of relatively
thick vegetation. Although, if approached too closely,

they are quick to take off in a zigzag flight pattern.
This flight behaviour is thought to be an adaptation
designed to confuse and evade potential predators.
With the onset of the breeding season, the male will
engage in what has been characterized as a
“winnowing" display. Phase one entails flying high in a
circular pattern, which is then followed by shallow
dives. The vibration of his outer tail feathers during
his dives produces a distinctive “hollow whinnying
sound.” While it is more common for this courtship
behaviour to occur at night, it has also been
witnessed during late afternoons.
The nesting site, which is selected by the female, is
generally located in a shallow or hollowed out section
of ground in a well secluded section of tall grasses or
similar vegetation. She will collect and line it with
grasses, leaves or moss. If the location has any sort
of overhanging plants, she will sometimes attempt to
weave something similar to a canopy.
The 3 to 4 eggs that are laid will be incubated by the
female for 18-21 days. Shortly after hatching the
young, still in their fluffy down, will begin to wander
outside the nest. Both parents will watch over and
feed the chicks until they learn to forage on their own.
After about 20 days the chicks are able to fly.
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Similar to the other two birds in this article, Virginia
Rails (Rallus limicola) are often heard but seldom
seen. Adults are mainly brown, darker on the back
and crown, with orange-brown legs. Their long toes
enable them to walk across floating vegetation. To
navigate the dense vegetation marshes, they have
evolved a relatively thin compressed body. When
someone says “This bird is as thin as a rail.”, they
literally mean it. Their forehead feathers are
particularly durable to withstand the constant wear
and tear that comes from navigating through the
thick reeds and vegetation typically found in
marshes. The chicks are black, while juveniles are
blackish brown on upper parts with rufous on the
edge of feathers and brownish bill and legs. Other
than the female being a bit smaller, both sexes, when
mature, are otherwise very similar. In an interesting
twist, researchers have found that Virginia Rails have
the highest ratio of leg-muscle to flight-muscle of any
other bird species. This explains why they generally
will first attempt to run from a predator. Other than
migration, most flights are relatively short. While in
deeper waters they are capable of swimming and
diving through the use of their wings.
Virginia Rails are found throughout the US and in
sections of southern Canada from Nova Scotia to
British Columbia. Marshes, whether freshwater or
brackish, are preferred habitats. During the winter
months they can sometimes be found in salt
marshes. Other than the Pacific coast, where some

are permanent residents, the Virginia Rails in more
inland locations will migrate as far south as Central
America.
Whether probing in the mud, through shallow water
or foraging on the surface, their target diet includes
insects, beetles, dragonflies, crayfish, snails, worms,
and small frogs, snakes and fish. During the fall and
winter months they tend to supplement their diets
with various types of vegetation.
At the beginning of the breeding season, a male will
raise his wings as he runs back and forth near a
female. Assuming she is impressed with his display,
they will both make bowing motions after which the
male will offer to feed the female. In a dry area or
over shallow water an elevated nest will be built by
the couple. Their nests have been described as a
“platform of cattails, reeds, grasses, usually with living
plants forming a canopy over it.” In an effort to thwart
potential predators, fake nests will be built in other
areas of the marsh.
The 4 to 13 eggs that are laid will be incubated by
both parents for a period of 20 to 22 days. Shortly
after hatching, the young covered in dark black
downy feathers will begin to wander outside the nest.
The parents will feed the young for the 2 to 3 weeks
it takes for them to mature enough to fly and be on
their own.
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Soras (Porzana carolina), similar to the Wilson’s
Snipes and Virginia Rails, have a preference for
remaining hidden among the reeds and bull rushes of
marshes. One reference provided the following
description: “The Sora walks slowly through shallow
wetlands a bit like a chicken that has had too much
coffee, nervously flicking its tail and exposing the
white feathers below.” While similar in size to a
Virginia Rail, this brown-and-gray marsh bird with
black feathering on its crown and face, can be readily
identified by its yellow bill. Another reference likened
its bill to a piece of “Halloween candy corn.”
Even though their plump bodies and stubby wings
might give the appearance of a bird that can only
make short flights, Soras actually have the
endurance to travel long distances. Evidence of this
is their ability to migrate to wetland habits in Central
and South America.
In breeding season both the female and male will
engage in a courtship ritual that includes ceremonial
preening, bowing, and a cycle of facing toward and
turning away from each other. Once bonded, both

will participate in selecting and building a nest in a
marshy area containing dense vegetation such as
sedges, bulrushes or cattails. Built above the water
line, the nest will be fashioned in a cup and lined with
layers of ever finer materials. In an effort to further
conceal the nest, surrounding vegetation may be
used to make a cover over the top.
When compared to most birds, Soras excel in their
ability to lay an abundance of eggs, often as many as
12 to 18. To fit them into the nest, the eggs will
sometimes be arranged in two layers. Given the
length of time it takes to lay so many eggs and the
fact that incubation begins as soon as the first egg is
laid, chicks will hatch as significantly different
intervals. In a unique sharing of duties, one parent will
care for the first to hatch while the other will continue
to incubate the remaining eggs. The normal
incubation period for any one egg is 18-20 days. The
young leave the nest shortly after hatching. Both
parents will continue to watch over and feed the
them until they are ready to fly, which generally is
within 21-25 days.
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Things I've Learned Teaching Golf
By: Doug Mahovlic - Teaching Professional, PGA of Canada
We can learn (and get really good) at pretty
much anything.
We learn best when we operate at the edge our
abilities, a little outside of our comfort zone
Feeling fear before an important moment is
normal, it is okay, and it never really goes away.
We do not have to get rid of fear; we just need to
make sure it doesn’t rob us of the opportunity to
succeed.
For the most part EVERYONE is doing the best
that they can.
In every challenge, every obstacle, every
problem there is an opportunity to learn and
grow. It’s not always easy or fun to find it, but it’s
there.
Great learners ask lots of great questions.
Great learners struggle on purpose. They
actively seek out problems, opportunities, and
feedback that challenges and stretches them.
That NONE of this is easy and NOBODY is
perfect with it. Applying these principles are hard,
messy and a challenge that we get to fight every
single day.
We do not succeed alone.
Understand Learning
Limiting Belief Limits Opportunity: When we don’t
believe in our ability to learn that subject, that move,
that equation, that play. This affects our opportunity
to learn.
Fear of looking bad: When we’re afraid of being
judged for failing so we’re resistant to the struggle,
effort, and failure that can lead to development
Buy in: When we don’t see the purpose of or value
behind learning that subject, that move, that
equation, that play. Again this limits our opportunity
to learn.
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Step #1 - Upgrade the way we talk about it.
It’s common to tell yourself and others to be
“fearless” or “don’t be scared.” This is flawed
because it actually leads to more fear and hiding.

subject, that move, that motion, that play — you’re
going to be bad first. We are literally built to learn
through challenges and from mistakes. Rather than
resisting these stumbles we have to leap into them.
Understanding their value helps this leap.

Why?
Because fear is hardwired into our brains. It’s our
natural response to anything where the outcome is
unknown or that involves effort and struggle. The
only way to get rid of this fear is to hide— never put
yourself out there, to not care, or to pretend like we
don’t care.
If I’m taught to be “fearless” and faced with the
inevitable fear that comes with a big moment (test,
game, performance) I then assume that something is
wrong, that I’m not ready, and my fear snowballs. It’s
best to be real about fear — to understand where it
comes from, that we can’t get rid of it, that it’s normal
to feel it, that we can learn to use it. Use it to plan.
Understand what it is you fear? Success, failure,
embarrassment, expectation?
Understand the immediate response is to run,
flinch, look away, jump back.
Face your fear! (Easier said than done) with
aggression and confidence.
Attack the shot or situation you fear!
Step #2 - Understand that you'll be bad first.
No matter what it is you’re trying to learn - that

Step #3 - Buy in
The hardest one of the three. This is more of an art
than science, and art doesn’t come with a blueprint.
The art is to figure out how to connect these things
with everything new — and it’s going to be different
each time.
Cordova Bay’s Golf Coaches are trained to help you
learn about this great game.

What I Know
It does not matter how much you practice; every day
golf is different. If you do not have the ability to adapt
and change, accepting those differences, you will not
have the ability to play consistently. Therefore,
adaptability is a huge component of consistency.
What a paradox.
As an instructor, coach, confidant, what I have done
for the past 45 years is learn and share. My love of
this great game instilled in me a desire to learn
everything I could to improve my skills. My driving
desire to learn now is to improve my ability to share.
So here is my share on things I have learned from my
students.
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Helping with Winter Conditions
By: Dean Piller - Superintendent
Following one of the driest and hottest summers
since Cordova Bay opened 30 years ago, it appears
that winter is coming early this year with many rain
events already in September and early October. Our
maintenance team has been preparing for winter
weather for several months. The final aeration
procedure finished mid-October on fairways with our
¾ inch solid deep tine aeration procedure that will
reduce compaction on our fairways and improve
drainage. With the completion of our aeration
programs, our focus will now turn to our leaf
collection program for the next four to six weeks.
One of the biggest challenges ahead for our
maintenance team over the next four months is
controlling and reducing the wear and tear on the
golf course. Winter brings cooler temperatures, lower
soil temperatures, reduced daylight, and lots of
rainfall. As such, turf grass growth is minimal and
makes it very important to manage course traffic on
a daily basis. A look into the many things our
members can do to help us with this task may be
helpful in getting us through the winter in good
condition.

Fairway mats, ball marks, traffic flow
Fairways and tee boxes always take a beating in the
winter months. To reduce wear and tear, last year we
introduced fairway mats. This program was largely
successful as our fairways and par 3 tee boxes
entered spring in excellent condition. As a result, our
fairway mats will return in November. The second
greatest challenge over the winter months will be
controlling the traffic flow around our tees and
greens. Some design areas of the golf course funnel
traffic between greens going to the next tee and
traffic flow around the greens between our putting
surfaces, ponds and bunkers. In many of these key
locations, we have been topdressing consistently
since last winter with sand. This practice will continue
over the winter months to improve the soil conditions
where heavy traffic creates compaction, which in
turn reduces the natural drainage in these areas.
Throughout the winter months, we will attempt to
direct traffic away from areas as they begin to show
wear. While managing the course throughout the
winter, we will also build a list of projects for spring
that will continue to improve conditions year-round.
Currently, on top of our spring list is the expansion of
our tee boxes on the thirteenth hole and renovations
around the third hole between the cart path and
green.
Our mission statement for continuous improvement
on the golf course remains active, even during the
winter months. I am very grateful for the care and
attention our members take in helping us maintain
the golf course for everyone’s enjoyment. Your help
with divots, ball marks, and traffic flow is always
greatly appreciated.
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My Favourite Finds - Wine Picks
By: Grant Soutar - Bill Mattick's Restaurant Manager & Sommelier
As our summer season comes to an end, we also come to the last of our newsletters for 2021. Thank you to
everyone who has read and commented on my articles for the past year, I appreciate your indulgence of my
love of wines and thank you for your time.
The holiday season is just around the corner, so it seemed fitting that I give you the gift of wine to enjoy this
winter. No, that doesn’t mean you can drop in to pick up a free bottle or two, sorry. Instead, I thought I would
give the gift of wine by sharing some of my favourite finds from the past 12 months.

2018 Château du Gravelle, Muscadet Sèvre et Maine sur Lie
BCLDB $17.99

When you see the name muscadet, you may think of muscat and therefore an offdry or sweet wine. Not the case. This wine is made from the grape Melon de
Bourgogne and is fermented to dry with only 3g/L of residual sugar.
Originating in the Nantais region of the western most portion of the Loire Valley,
France.
Sur lie denotes a period of ageing on the lees (yeast cells) after fermentation. This
provides the wine with a soft, creaminess to go along with green apple freshness
and clean minerality.
Light and fresh this wine pairs perfectly with shellfish, vegetarian dishes or lighterweight poultry creations.

2018 Château Saint Bernard
BCLDB $25.00

The 2018 Bordeaux vintage is spectacular and provides consumers with an
opportunity to experience fantastic French Bordeaux at reasonable prices.
Saint-Bernard is one of these inexpensive reds that shows quality and flavours
you would expect only after digging much deeper into your wallet.
The 2018 has juicy dark fruits with a velvet mouthfeel and firm but not
overpowering tannins.
Still a bit youthful, this wine will be fantastic after a year or two in the cellar but you
won’t be disappointed if you can’t wait that long.
If you happen to have picked up a 2016 and still have one lying about, try it sideby-side with this vintage. Two great years that are very different in the glass.
At $25, it is a great way to experience the flavours of Bordeaux
Pair with grilled meats like lamb or game.
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NV Enrico Charme de l’Île Rosé
Liquor Plus $26.99

A Vancouver Island original from the Cowichan Valley, this sparkling wine is made
in the Prosecco style.
This refreshing sparkling wine is lively with a bit of toasty brioche blended with
strawberry, cranberry, and grapefruit.
Pair with shellfish, cream sauces, or Asian dishes.

2019 Château Dereszla Tokaji Dry Furmint
BCLDB $16.99

One of the main grape varieties used in the production of the classic Hungarian
sweet wine Tokaji Aszu, Furmint can now be found as a delicious, dry white.
An aromatic variety, Furmint produces a wine with a beautifully floral nose.
The wine is barrel aged and the palate shows vanilla, lime cordial, fresh stone fruit
and pear with minerality and a hint of hazelnut.
Pair with grilled fish.

Sokol Blosser Dundee Hills Pinot Noir
BCLDB $39.99

Pinot noir is native to Burgundy France but is now being made in a quality fashion
in many other regions. The Willamette Valley in Oregon is one of the best.
Sokol Blosser has been making Pinot Noir in Willamette since the early 1970’s and
this is a fantastic example.
Fresh and vibrant with lots of raspberry and cherry on both the nose and palate.
The tannins are gently integrated giving the wine a plush and round mouth.
Enjoy with grilled salmon, turkey dinner, or salad niçoise.

2019 Domaine Drouhin Arthur, Dundee Hills
BCLDB $43.99

Another delicious wine from the Willamette, this wine is produced by the Drouhin
family who own vineyards in both Burgundy and Oregon.
Made in the understated, Burgundian style with this is a beautiful example of
Chardonnay from the US without overpowering oak.
Baked apple and spice along with floral and citrus, shine on the nose.
In the glass the wine is elegant and full-bodied with stone fruit, apple and a long
finish.
Enjoy with salad, seafood, chicken and other poultry.
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Other Tidbits
Blast from the Past
As we reflect on 30 years, we can't help but think back of this property's early beginnings. One of our golfers,
Todd, sent us a picture from when him and his buddies would hop onto their motorbikes and zip onto
Mattick's Farm, back in the early 80's. This photo in particular was taken from where the 15th teebox is today.
Todd also remembers the old driving range that used to be where the 9th green is currently established. Him
and his friends committed the most heinous of golf crimes - plundering errant range balls that crossed the net.
They were caught red handed and scolded by Bill Mattick. But as a result, they were allowed to use any of the
collected balls at the driving range, effectively giving the boys their first job. Not a bad gig for boys in early
teenage years.
Thanks Todd for sending in this photo. What a great childhood memory and a wonderful addition to the golf
course's history.

Pro Shop News
The Sun Mountain Speed Cart GX are now back in stock. This is Sun Mountain's
longest reigning cart model that has been improved each year since 1999.
Featuring a mesh bag, padded valuables tray, scorecard holder, and an included
cell phone holder, this cart will serve you well while out on the course. Find them
in the pro shop for $299.00 - ask any of the pro shop staff for a folding demo.
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